INFORMATION

Substitution of Representative for Market Relations

According to item c) of article no.3 of CMVM Rulebook no. 05/2008, IMPRESA – Sociedade Gestora de Participações Sociais, S.A. informs that:

1. Eng. José Manuel Vieira Afonso Freire will leave its duties as Representative for IMPRESA Market Relations, from the 22nd March of 2019.
2. Was designated Dr. Paulo Miguel Gaspar dos Reis, as the new Representative for IMPRESA Market Relations.
3. Its professional address is the headquarters of IMPRESA – Sociedade Gestora de Participações Sociais, S.A., at Rua Ribeiro Sanches, nº 65, 1200-787 Lisboa, and its correspondent contact email is the following pmreis@impresa.pt.

Lisboa, 22nd March 2019

By Board of Directors
José Freire
Diretor Investor Relations